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Abstract
In this study, it is aimed to determine thee effect of com
mputer-assistedd instruction w
while teaching the subject se
easons to
preschool studdents on the accademic success. The samplee of the study consists of 86 children from
m the nursery classes of
private and offficial schools in Ağrı city ceenter. As data collecting toools General Acchievement Tesst used as pre test-post
test and Moduule Tests appliied after finishhing the subjecct every week. The collectedd data is calcuulated with SPSS 16.0,
and descriptivve statistics andd independent t test are usedd in the analysiis of the data. In the light off the obtained data,
d
it is
determined thhat the academ
mic success off the group onn which compuuter-assisted innstruction hass been applied is quite
higher than thhe other group’’s academic suuccess on whicch traditional iinstruction hass been applied, there is no diifference
between the suuccess of the school
s
boys or girl, and success is in favor of the studentts in private schhools.
Keywords: coomputer assisted education, ppreschool, scieence, seasons
1. Introductioon
We can feel ddistinctly the raapid changes inn the technoloogy in recent yyears in every phase of our ddaily lives. Computers,
in the forefroont particularlyy in educationn environmennts, have brouught the term educational technology alo
ong with
themselves, annd it is arguedd that using technology in education is beeneficial in maany ways. Besides computerrs can be
used in almosst every field in
i education, tthey provide thhe opportunityy to give educaation to the stuudents at any level. In
today’s condittions in whichh the individuuals live in tecchnology’s poccket, it can bee inferred from
m the conducted study
results that uusing computeers in preschoool education and implemeenting educatiion through tthe computers can be
beneficial for the children (Sprigle
(
& Scchaefer, 1984; Clements & S
Saramo, 2002;; Sancak, 20033; Yaşar, 2004
4; Kacar,
2006).
Computer-assisted educationn starts at an eearly age as m
much as possiblle, it will be ppositive at that rate for the in
ndividual
to affiliate wiith the technollogy. Arı and B
Bayhan (2003) stated that thhe reasons whhy educational technology iss used in
preschool are as the childreen learn and ddevelop at diffferent rates, bbecome skilledd in evaluationn and commun
nication,
educational teechnology suppports the increase in the quallity and quantiity in the thinkking and writinng subjects, it develops
d
the problem ssolving skills of
o the childrenn, it improves the sense of aart, the childreen can use the sources at ho
ome with
educational teechniques, eduucational techhnologies provvides meaninggful studying opportunities for the child
dren, the
children havee the opportunnity to meet w
with advanced technologies,, educational ttechnology m
makes the child
dren feel
comfortable w
while learning, and the schoools increase prroduction and their efficacy with educationnal technology
y. Allessi
and Trollip (1991) are in thhe opinion thatt using computters in preschoool education iis important inn terms of the fact that
they can be uused as an instrrument througgh which the cchildren can innteract with eaach other, childdren can keep in mind
what they’ve learnt, it proviides fluency, aand children caan be evaluatedd whether theyy’ve learnt thee subject being
g thought
or not. The chhildren can allso use the com
mputer as an instrument wiith which theyy can get inforrmation (Li & Atkins,
2004).
Computers coontribute to thhe education pprocess in preeschool educattion. Various and rich learnning environm
ments are
presented to tthe children thhrough using ccomputers, thee children are allowed to leaarn by havingg fun, using co
omputers
gives the oppoortunity to thee children to reeview the subjeect they don’t understand ass much as theyy want and to reinforce
r
what they’ve llearnt, it contrributes the chilldren to develoop new methodds in problem solving by stim
mulating the creativity
c
of the children (Alabay, 2006; Chen & C
Chang, 2006; D
Demir, 2007). The main reaason why the computers are
e used in
getting inform
mation, commuunicating and having fun is the fact that ccomputers are rich in terms of visual and auditory
stimulus. Thiss richness catches the attenntion of the chhildren and coontribute to thhe hand-eye cooordination (u
using the
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mouse, painting, drawing studies, etc.), problem solving, fast decision making, long term memory, maintaining their
attention and acting purposefully if this richness has an educational content (Lankshear & Knobel, 2003; Tracey &
Young, 2007; Couse & Chen, 2010; Macaruso & Rodman, 2011).
Thanks to computers, the creativity and critical thinking skills of the children are improved, children communicate with
each other, and they can work together to reach the target (Ghaith & Yaghi, 1997). And this has positive effects on the
children’s social development (Haugland, 2000; Scoter, Ellis & Railsback, 2001; Stevenson & Hackett, 2009). Besides
the computers have advantages, some of the researchers emphasize that the computers can have negative effects on
children. Using computers more than necessary, software which is not appropriate for the children’s age, spending time
in front of the computer without adult supervision can create negative results. According to Okan (2003), as the learning
environments are designed using with animations and sounds, the children learn without any trouble, and other learning
environments are expected to be designed as so. Besides, that the computers have some negative elements can affect the
children’s development negatively (Hatzigianni & Margetts, 2012). The studies conducted in recent years have been
focused on how the computers help children’s learning and how they do this best (Judge, Puckett & Cabuk, 2004;
Nir-Gal & Klein, 2004; Penuel et al. 2009). Clements and Samara (2003) determined in their study that the children are
quite interested in the subject while using computers and react positively, many teachers can make learning process a lot
funnier by using computer activities, and computers have effects which make it easier for the children to learn. While
implementing computer-assisted education in preschool education, it should be paid attention that supervision by
parents or teachers should be done, the computer should be used in teaching-learning process, the computer should not
be used for social media or game purposes, the children should use the computer for formal education purposes, which
should be supervised by teachers and parents.
According to Tondeur et al. (2007), using computer in the classroom serves three main purposes. The first of all these is
that the skills of the students related to using computer are developed. Other purposes are that the computers provide the
students to get information and learn. In this direction, the teachers who use computers in learning environments have
big duties. As a matter of fact, the problems occurring in the implementation process of this method were determined in
the studies that the teachers have limited or inadequate knowledge and skills about computers and they are inadequate
in using computers in preschool activities (Ljung, Bengtsson & Ottosson, 2005). The fact that the teachers have positive
attitudes towards computers during their undergraduate education is affective in solving these problems. In the studies
conducted with the preschool preservice teachers related to implementing computer-assisted education, it was found
that the preservice teachers have positive attitudes towards this subject, and preschool preservice teacher can use
computers effectively as a teaching method in their classes (Oğuz, Ellez, Akamca, Kesercioğlu & Girgin, 2011; Akçay
& Halmatov, 2015). With the use of computers in teaching-learning process, abstract concepts can become concrete.
Abstract concepts can become concrete with the use of the computers in the education process. Computers should be
used in preschool education especially for development of the researcher side of characteristics of the children and to
create more effective learning environments. Louis Robinson likens the children’s learning to use computers as learning
to talk and states that the children can learn computer easier and faster than the adults (Arı & Bayhan, 2003).
In the preschool period in which the children start to wonder about what’s going on in their environments, science
which is a part of our lives should be given the necessary importance and it should be related with the daily life for the
children (Eliason & Jenkins, 2003; Akçay, 2014). Children in the preschool period construct their own knowledge by
actively researching the world they live in and they construct the basis of the construction of each information they get
(Namlu, 2002; Tuğrul, 2005; Aktaş, 2007; Kandır & Orçan, 2010). Science education is necessary for the preschool
children in terms of being able to think critically more, finding different solutions to the problems, being able to make
comparisons of different events, developing their observation skills and increasing their attention span (Bredekamp &
Copple, 1997). With a science class which would be conducted with a computer, it becomes possible that the children
have the opportunities that a computer provides to the education. Turkey has a location in which four seasons are
experiences because of geographic conditions. It is quite important in direction of the science class aims that
understanding the features of the seasons spring, summer, fall and winter which the children find the opportunity in the
environments to observe. In this study, seasons subject was dealt and it was aimed that the children learn the features of
the seasons. According to the literature view, the effect of computer-assisted education on different courses and subjects
were done before (Lui, 1997; Şahin, 2006; Kacar & Doğan, 2007; Ayvacı & Devecioğlu, 2010), however, no study has
been conducted about seasons. In this direction, answers to the questions below are sought.
1. Does the computer-assisted education have effect on the children’s learning of seasons subject?
2. Is there a difference between the academic success of male and female students in teaching the subject of seasons?
3. Is there difference between the schools the children get educated in teaching the subject of seasons?
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2. Method
In this study, tthe effectivity of computer-aassisted educattion on teachinng of seasons ssubject to the 55-6 year-old ch
hildren in
nursery class. The study is in the model oof semi-experimental study with pretest-pposttest repetittive measurem
ments and
with experimeent and controll groups.
2.1 Research G
Group
The sample off this study coonsists of 86 nuursery class chhildren (averagge of age: 66 m
month-72 monnth) from two different
preschools (scchool A: privaate, school B: official) in A
Ağrı city centerr in fall term of 2014-2015 academic yea
ars. Data
related to the sample of the study is indiccated in Table 1. Two groupss as Computerr-Assisted Eduucation Group (CAEG)
and Control G
Group (CG) in both schools w
were created raandomly.
Table 1. Data related to the Sample of the Study
Preschools
Geender
Fem
male
Maale
Tottal

A (private)
CAEG CG
10
12
12
8
22
20

B (official)
CAEG
C
CG
16
8
10
100
26
18

As it is seen inn Table 1, 86 children
c
gettinng educated in the nursery claasses of A andd B primary schhools were inc
cluded in
the study. 48 oof these childrren were in coomputer-assisteed education ggroup and 38 oof them were inn traditional education
group. 22 fem
males and 20 males
m
from schhool A and 24 ffemales and 20 males from school B partiicipated in the study. It
was paid attenntion that the number
n
of the m
male and femaale students in each group waas close to eacch other.
2.2 Data Colleection Tools
In the directioon of this studdy, data collectting instrumennts were develloped by the rresearcher by aasking the opiinions of
two assistant professors andd two teacherss. General achhievement testt and module ttesting were uused as data collection
tools in the stuudy. Pilot studdy was first connducted in the development of the achievement test and then the reliab
bility and
validity analyysis of the testt (Croanbachss’ alpa=.72) w
were done andd the last form
m of the test w
was used in th
he study.
General achieevement test was
w used as pretest-posttesst in the studdy. Module tessting (Croanbbachs’ alpa MT1=.70;
M
MT2= .75; M
MT3= .77; MT44= .69; MT5= .79) was condducted at the eend of weekly subjects. The information related to
the content off the module teesting is indicaated in the Tablle 2.
Module 1 andd Module 2 testting sample are indicated in the figure beloow.

Figure 1. Moodule 1 (left) annd Module 2 ((right) Testing Sample
Table 2. The C
Content Inform
mation of the M
Module Testingg
Module Teesting
Modulle 1
Modulle 2
Modulle 3
Modulle 4
Modulle 5

Conteent
Matching thhe clothes with w
weather forecastt
Matching thhe food belonginng to summer annd winter
Drawing suummer and winteer clothes
Expressing the features of ffour different seeasons
Matching thhings related to four different seeasons (food-bevverages-clothes))
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2.3 Implementtation Processs
Teaching of thhe seasons subbject to nurseryy class studentts was conductted in 5 weekss. In the data coollection proce
ess, each
child was takeen care of sepaarately. In the teaching proceess, computer--assisted educaation was implemented in on
ne group
and traditionaal education waas implemented in the other ggroup.
2.3.1 Teachingg with CAE
Before startingg to teach withh computer, thhe teacher expllained necessarry informationn and rules relaated to the aim
ms. In the
computer-assiisted teaching activities, thee game that waas to play on that day was determined byy the teachers and the
instruction whhich was givenn by the compuuter was follow
wed. The teachher explained again what waas asked when
n needed.
The researcheer prepared aniimations and aactivities by ussing Macromeedia Flash MX
X software. In tthe prepared activities,
a
the children w
were given verrbal prizes succh as “well donne, you did it right”, “nicelyy done”, congrratulations” when they
conducted thee tasks correcttly in the chilld games; andd they were given verbal nootifications suuch as “no, yo
ou did it
wrong”, “no, try again” wheen they did it w
wrong, and thee children werre encouraged to play the gaames once morre. In the
situations wheen the childrenn could not fullfill the task inn the games, thhey were waiteed to fulfill thhe task for a few times,
and if he coulld not have doone it, they weere helped andd the child wass provided to ddo it himself aand then the fo
ollowing
activity was ddealt. Figure 2 indicates the aactivity examplles.

F
Figure
2. The screenshots off the animationns used in CAE
E groups.
2.3.2 Teachingg with Traditioonal Method
While the seasons subject was
w being taughht in the class where educatiion took placee with traditionnal method, the
e teacher
became a moddel for the chilldren and he ddecided what thhe children didd during the leearning process. The teacher planned
the activities and he providded that the chhildren did thhe activities. A
As parallel witth the experim
mental group, different
activities weree prepared throough each weeek.
2.4 Analysis of the Data
The obtained data was analyyzed by using SPSS 16.00 aand descriptivee statistics andd independent t-test were use
ed in the
analyses of the data.
3. Findings
The graphic rrelated to the results of thee pretest and pposttest conduucted in the sschools particiipating in the study is
indicated beloow.

Figure 3. Thhe pretest and posttest results of A and B scchools
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As a result off the analysis inn school A, it w
was determineed that the arithhmetic mean oof the pretest oof CAEG was 33.9 and
the standard ddeviation was 13.58; the aritthmetic mean of CG was 266.6 and the staandard deviatiion was 11.31;; and the
difference bettween them waas not significcant (t(40)= 1.884; p>0.05). In addition, itt was determinned that the arrithmetic
mean of the pposttest resultss of CAEG w
was 87.27 and standard deviiation was 11.005, the arithm
metic mean of CG was
57.80 and the standard deviation was 11.221, and the diff
fference betweeen them was a significant (t((40)= 7.06; p<0.05). In
school B, it w
was determinedd that the arithhmetic mean oof the pretest oof CAEG was 26.0 and the sstandard deviation was
10.1; the arithhmetic mean of
o CG was 29.33 and the standard deviationn was 12.51, aand the differennce between th
hem was
not significannt (t(42)= -.7999; p>0.05). In addition, it waas determined that the arithm
metic mean off the posttest results
r
of
CAEG was 633.84 and the sttandard deviatiion was 10.02;; the arithmeticc mean of CG was 55.5 and the standard deviation
d
was 10.34, and the differencce between theem was significcant (t(42)= 2..66; p<0.05). T
The pretest andd posttest resullts of the
nursery class cchildren from the general achhievement testt according to the education type are indicaated in Table 3.
3
Table 3. The rresults of preteest-posttest inddependent t-tesst according to groups
Tests
Pretesst

Groups
CAEG
CG
Postteest CAEG
CG

N
48
38
48
38

X
29.662
27.889
74.558
56.773

sd
12.36
14.44
14.72
13.34

t
.598

p
.551

5.59

..000

On analyzing the Table 3, it is seen thatt the arithmetiic mean of thee pretest resullts of the CAE
EG was 29.62 and the
standard deviation was 12.36; the arithm
metic mean of CG was 27.889 and the staandard deviatioon was 14.44, and the
difference bettween them was
w not significcant (t(84)= .5598; p>0.05). IIt is seen that the arithmeticc mean of the posttest
result of CAE
EG was 74.58 and
a the standaard deviation w
was 14.72, the arithmetic meean of CG wass 56.73 was 14
4.72, and
the differencee between them
m was significcant (t(84)= 5..59; p<0.05). T
The data relateed to the moddule testing wh
hich was
applied at the end of the subbjects each weeek is indicatedd in the graphiccs and tables below.

F
Figure
4. The rresults of moduule testing 1 reelated to schoool A and B
As a result of the analyses, in
i school A, thhe arithmetic m
mean of the moodule testing 1 results of CA
AEG was determ
mined as
19.2 and the sstandard deviaation as 4.01, tthe arithmetic mean of CG w
was determined as 14.1 and the standard deviation
d
as 6.20, and it is seen thaat the differennce between thhem is signifi
ficant (t(40)= .621; p<0.05)). In school B,
B it was
determined thhat the arithmettic mean of the module testiing 1 results off CAEG was 117.26 and the sstandard devia
ation was
6.08, the arithhmetic mean of
o CG was 12.44 and the standard deviationn was 10.29, aand the differennce between th
hem was
significant; w
which can be seeen in Figure 4 (t(42)= 1.12; p<0.05). Tabble 4 indicates the general acchievement tesst results
of CAEG and CG.
Table 4. Data related to the results
r
obtaineed from modulle testing 1
Groups
CAEG
CG

N
48
38

X
18.23
13.05

sd
5.04
8.25

t
.7002

p
.000

According to the results of module
m
testingg 1, it can be sseen in Table 4 that the arithhmetic mean off the CAEG was
w 18.23
and the standaard deviation was
w 5.04, and tthe arithmetic mean of CA w
was 13.05 and the standard ddeviation was 8.25,
8
and
the difference between them
m was significaant (t(84)= .7022; p<0.05).

F
Figure
5. The rresults of moduule testing 2 reelated to schoool A and B
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As a result of the analyses, in
i school A, thhe arithmetic m
mean of the moodule testing 2 results of CA
AEG was determ
mined as
18.56 and the standard deviation as 6.01, the arithmetic mean of CG w
was determineed as 14.5 and the standard deviation
d
as 4.20, and it is seen thaat the differennce between thhem is signifi
ficant (t(40)= 2.21; p<0.05)). In school B,
B it was
determined thhat the arithmettic mean of the module testiing 2 results off CAEG was 114.19 and the sstandard devia
ation was
8.98, the arithhmetic mean of
o CG was 8.665 and the stanndard deviationn was 6.85, annd the differennce between th
hem was
significant; w
which can be seeen in Figure 5 (t(42)= .712; p<0.05). Tabble 5 indicates the general acchievement tesst results
of CAEG and CG.
Table 5. Data related to the results
r
obtaineed from modulle testing 2
Groups
CAEG
CG

N
48
38

X
16.37
11.54

sd
7.58
5.63

t
1.51

p
.000

According to the results of module
m
testingg 2, it can be sseen in Table 5 that the arithhmetic mean off the CAEG was
w 16.37
and the standaard deviation was
w 7.58, and tthe arithmetic mean of CA w
was 11.54 and the standard ddeviation was 5.63,
5
and
the difference between them
m was significaant (t(84)= 1.511; p<0.05).

F
Figure
6. The rresults of moduule testing 3 reelated to schoool A and B
As a result of the analyses, in
i school A, thhe arithmetic m
mean of the moodule testing 3 results of CA
AEG was determ
mined as
20 and the staandard deviatioon as 7.65, thee arithmetic meean of CG wass determined aas 16.7 and thee standard dev
viation as
7.28, and it is seen that the difference betw
ween them is ssignificant (t(440)= 1.36; p<00.05). In schoool B, it was dettermined
that the arithm
metic mean off the module teesting 3 results of CAEG w
was 18.02 and tthe standard ddeviation was 9.28,
9
the
arithmetic meean of CG was 9.14 and the sstandard deviaation was 6.85, and the difference betweenn them was sig
gnificant;
which can be seen in Figuree 4 (t(42)= .5622; p<0.05). Tabble 5 indicatess the general acchievement tesst results of CA
AEG and
CG.
Table 6. Data related to the results
r
obtaineed from modulle testing 3
Groups
CAEG
CG

N
448
38

X
19.01
14.87

sd
8.48
8.16

t
2.07

p
.0000

According to the results of module
m
testingg 3, it can be sseen in Table 6 that the arithhmetic mean off the CAEG was
w 19.01
and the standaard deviation was
w 8.48, and tthe arithmetic mean of CA w
was 14.87 and the standard ddeviation was 9.16,
9
and
the difference between them
m was significaant (t(84)= 2.077; p<0.05).

F
Figure
7. The rresults of moduule testing 4 reelated to schoool A and B
As a result of the analyses, in
i school A, thhe arithmetic m
mean of the moodule testing 4 results of CA
AEG was determ
mined as
17.85 and the standard deviaation as 7.11, tthe arithmetic mean of CG w
was determinedd as 12.22 and the standard deviation
d
as 7.14, and it is seen thaat the differennce between thhem is signifi
ficant (t(40)= 2.67; p<0.05)). In school B,
B it was
determined thhat the arithmettic mean of the module testiing 4 results off CAEG was 114.64 and the sstandard devia
ation was
6.57, the arithhmetic mean of
o CG was 8.988 and the standard deviationn was 10.36, aand the differennce between th
hem was
significant; w
which can be seeen in Figure 7 (t(42)= 1.03; p<0.05). Tabble 7 indicates the general acchievement tesst results
of CAEG and CG.
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Table 7. Data related to the results
r
obtaineed from modulle testing 4
Groups
CAEG
CG

N
448
338

X
15.98
10.65

sd
6.84
8.75

t
.412

p
.0000

According to the results of module
m
testingg 4, it can be sseen in Table 7 that the arithhmetic mean off the CAEG was
w 15.98
and the standaard deviation was
w 6.84, and tthe arithmetic mean of CG w
was 10.65 and the standard ddeviation was 8.75,
8
and
the difference between them
m was significaant (t(84)= .4122; p<0.05).

F
Figure
8. The rresults of moduule testing 5 reelated to schoool A and B
As a result of the analyses, in
i school A, thhe arithmetic m
mean of the moodule testing 5 results of CA
AEG was determ
mined as
18.78 and the standard deviaation as 6.85, tthe arithmetic mean of CG w
was determinedd as 14.36 and the standard deviation
d
as 9.48, and it is seen thaat the differennce between thhem is signifi
ficant (t(40)= 3.59; p<0.05)). In school B,
B it was
determined thhat the arithmettic mean of the module testiing 5 results off CAEG was 115.85 and the sstandard devia
ation was
11.07, the aritthmetic mean of
o CG was 9.668 and the stanndard deviationn was 12.02, aand the differennce between th
hem was
significant; w
which can be seeen in Figure 7 (t(42)= .877; p<0.05). Tabble 8 indicates the general acchievement tesst results
of CAEG and CG.
Table 8. Data related to the results
r
obtaineed from modulle testing 5
Grouups
CA
AEG
C
CG

N
48
38

X
18.31
12.02

sdd
8..96
100.75

t
2.15

p
.000

According to the results of module
m
testingg 5, it can be sseen in Table 8 that the arithhmetic mean off the CAEG was
w 18.31
and the standaard deviation was
w 8.96, and the arithmeticc mean of CG
G was 12.02 annd the standardd deviation wa
as 10.75,
and the differeence between them was signnificant (t(84)=
= 2.15; p<0.055). The Figure 9 indicates daata whether the
ere was a
significant diffference amongg the children in terms of gennder.

Figure 9. The success status of the CAE in terms of gender in sschools A and B
It is seen that the arithmeticc mean of the ppretest results of the female students who got educated with CAE in school
s
A
was 37 and thhe standard deviation
d
was 17.39; the arithmetic mean of the male students was 31.3 and the standard
deviation was 9.43, and the difference betw
ween them waas not significaant (t(20)= .9733; p>0.05). Annd also the arrithmetic
mean of the ppost test resultss of the femalee students was 84.2 and the sstandard deviaation was 13.61; the arithmetic mean
of the male students was 89.83 and thhe standard deeviation was 8.11, and the difference beetween them was not
significant (t(220)= -1.203; p>0.05).
p
It is seen in Fiigure 9 that thee arithmetic m
mean of the prettest results of tthe female studdents who got educated with
h CAE in
school B wass 27 and the standard
s
deviaation was 10.778; the arithmeetic mean of tthe male studeents was 24.4 and the
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standard deviaation was 9.322, and the diffeerence betweenn them was noot significant ((t(24)= .629; pp>0.05). And also
a
the
arithmetic meean of the posst test results of the femalee students waas 62.5 and thhe standard deeviation was 9.89;
9
the
arithmetic meean of the malle students waas 66 and the sstandard deviaation was 10.337, and the diffference betwe
een them
was not signifficant (t(24)= -.862;
p>0.05).. Overall scorees of the boys aand girls are ggiven in Table 99.
Table 9. The ppretest-posttestt independent tt-test results of the male andd female studennt
Tests
Pretest
Posttestt

Gender
Girls
Boys
Girls
Boys

N
26
22
26
22

X
30.84
28.118
70.884
799

sd
14.25
9.81
15.53
15.10

t
.740

p
.463

-1.83

.073

On analyzing Table 9, it is seen
s
that the aarithmetic meaan of the pretesst results of thhe female studeents was 30.84
4 and the
standard deviaation was 14.225, and the arrithmetic meann of the pretesst results of thhe male studennts was 28.18 and the
standard deviaation was 9.811, and the diffeerence betweenn them was noot significant ((t(46)= .740; pp>0.05). And iti is seen
that the arithm
metic mean of the post test rresults of the fe
female studentss was 70.84 annd the standardd deviation wa
as 15.53,
and the arithm
metic mean of the post test rresults of the m
male students w
was 79 and thhe standard devviation was 15
5.10, and
the differencee between theem was not siignificant (t(446)= -1.83; p>
>0.05). Figuree 10 indicates whether therre was a
significant diffference amongg the school tyypes of the studdents participaating in the studdy.

Figure 10. T
The comparisoon of the pretesst and posttest achievement sscores of the C
CAE groups in terms of schoo
ol type
As it seen Figgure 10 that a result of the aanalyses it wass determined thhat the arithm
metic mean of tthe pretest of A school
was 33.9 and the standard deviation
d
was 113.58; the arithhmetic mean oof B school waas 26 and the sstandard devia
ation was
10.13; and thee difference between them w
was significannt (t(46)=2.30; p<0.05). Andd also that a reesult of the an
nalyses it
was determineed that the aritthmetic mean of the post test of A schooll was 87.27 annd the standardd deviation wa
as 11.05;
the arithmeticc mean of B scchool was 63.884 and the stanndard deviationn was 10.02; aand the differennce between th
hem was
significant (t(446)= 7.69; p<00.05).
4. Discussion and Conclusiion
In this study, iit was aimed too determine thhe effectivity oof computer-assisted educatioon on teachingg seasons subje
ect to the
students and it was determ
mined that the academic succcess of the ggroup on whicch computer-aassisted educattion was
conducted is quite higher than
t
the groupp’s on which ttraditional eduucation methodd was conduccted in the ligh
ht of the
results obtaineed as a result of
o the study. W
When reviewingg the studies oon the effectiviity of computeer-assisted education in
preschool, it is seen that computer-assis
c
ted education increases thee success. Kaççar and Doğann (2010) analy
yzed the
difference bettween computeer-assisted eduucation and traaditional teachhing method inn teaching the geometric figures and
number conceepts in terms of
o academic success in their sstudy and theyy determined aas a result of thhe study that th
he group
which got edducated with computer-assis
c
sted educationn is more succcessful than tthe group whiich got educated with
traditional teaaching methodd. Sandberg (22002) analyzedd the effects oof computer ggames on definning the concepts and
child developpment in theirr study conduucted on prescchool teacherss, and he dettermined that the computerr has an
important rolee on child deveelopment. Sanncak (2003) analyzed the effeects of computter-assisted edducation and traditional
teaching methhod on bringinng the six-year children contiinuing preschoool institutionss in the numbeer and figure concepts,
c
and he determ
mined that the students
s
got edducated with coomputer-assistted education aare more succeessful than the students
got educated w
with traditionaal teaching meethod. Demir (22007) dealt wiith color conceepts and he deetermined that teaching
the color conccept with compputer-assisted education is suuperior to teacching the subjeect with traditiional teaching method.
Alabay (2006)) conducted a study analyzinng the effectivity of computeer-assisted eduucation on teacching the math
hematical
concepts to prreschool childrren and determ
mined that the cchildren got edducated with ccomputer-assistted education are quite
successful com
mpared to thoose got educateed with traditiional teachingg method. Craw
wford (2000) analyzed the effect of
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computer on tthe social behaaviors of the prreschool childrren and stated that the compuuter has positivve effects on th
he social
behaviors of the children. San and Arı (1988) investtigated the efffects of compputer-assisted eeducation on teaching
number and aamount subjectts and determiined as a resullt of the study that teaching with computeer-assisted education is
more effectivee than the teaaching with traaditional teachhing method. Ş
Şahin (2006) analyzed the effectivity of teaching
some of the science subjectts (plants, anim
mals, heat, ourr body, air, waater, sound, ligght) via compuuter-assisted education
and determineed that compuuter assisted edducation is moore effective inn academic suuccess and rem
membering, in addition
teaching with computer-assiisted educationn increases thee motivation oof the science tteaching progrram students, iti affects
positively gainning basic knoowledge and skkills related to science, it imp
mproves problem
m solving, colllaboration and
d helping
skills, it affectts positively thhe attention spaan, the interestt of the studentts towards the course and gaaining basic kn
nowledge
and skills.
The children, in general, cannnot generalizee the method tthey use to solve a problem tto other situatiions. Children who use
computers usee various methhods for differeent problems aand each time they discover the method thhemselves and apply it.
This provides the children to
t generalize thhe method. W
With computer, the children leearn by doing and experienc
cing, and
this makes thee learning to be
b permanent aand natural. W
With computer--assisted educaation, the childdren can participate in
the process off learning and they can compprehend not onnly the knowleedge and skillss but how to thhink and learn
n as well.
Computer-assisted educationn provides thee children the oopportunity to discover freelly the differennt solutions witthout the
fear of being unable to do (Arı & Bayhaan, 2003). Forr a better undeerstanding of tthe mentionedd features, the children
were asked too think freely and draw picttures about seaasons within tthe study. On aanalyzing the pictures draw
wn by the
students, it caan be seen that the students in CAEG drew
w more colorfuul, more undersstandable and more creative pictures
compared to those in CG. Below are thhe pictures of the students from computeer-assisted eduucation and traditional
teaching groupps.

Figure 111. The picturess of the studentts of CAEG (leeft) and CG (riight) about winnter
When Figure 11 is analyzedd, it is seen thaat the picture ddrawn by the C
CAEG studentt has more vissual richness compared
to the one draawn by the CG
G student. It cann be said that tthe reason of tthis is because the computer provides rich stimulus
related to winnter and improoves the imaginnation of the cchildren and m
makes them m
more creative. IIn the study co
onducted
with Fletcher--Flinn and Graavatt (1995), itt was stated thaat computer-asssisted educatiion is more efffective in math
hematics,
science, art, reeading and wriiting skills of tthe children than traditional tteaching methood.
As a result off the data obtaiined through tthe study, it waas determined that there is nno significant ddifference betw
ween the
academic succcess of male and
a female stuudents. In the studies in whhich computerr-assisted educcation was ana
alyzed in
terms of gendder, similar ressults were deteermined (Passiig & Levin, 19999; Wilson, 22004). Anotheer result obtain
ned from
the study show
ws that there is significant ddifference betw
ween the acadeemic success oof the students in terms of th
he school
type they get educated in and
a this differeence is in favoor of private sschools. The reeason why priivate schools are
a more
successful is tthat the materiials used in edducation are riich, the studennts have better socio-econom
mic conditions,, and the
education leveels of the pareents are higherr-up. It was deetermined thatt CAE group iis more successsful than the CG as a
result of the aanalysis of thee conducted M
Module testing at the end of ssubjects each week, and thee success is in favor of
private schooll.
According thee results of thee study, a moree concrete and effective teachhing was donee in teaching thhe seasons subjject with
computer-assiisted educationn and it is exppected that thiis method cann show positivve effect on accademic succe
ess when
used in teachhing other scieence subject. To train a beetter science lliterate individdual, the teachhers should allso have
knowledge abbout the sciennce subjects. B
But during thee interviews coonducted throough the studyy, it was seen that the
preschool teacchers consider themselves innadequate in sccience subjectss. The views oof the teachers about this can
n be seen
below:
lf adequate in science subjeccts at all, thus I hesitate to ddo science actiivities, the children try
T1: “I don’t cconsider myself
to ask everything they see inn their environments and I m
mostly have diff
fficulty in respoonding them.”
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T2: “I experience difficulty in finding experiments and activities about science subjects from the books and internet,
however, when I conduct an experiment in the classroom, the children ask different questions and I can say that I have
difficulty in answering these questions.”
As a result of the interviews done with the preschool teachers during the study, it was determined that the teachers
concentrate on different activities instead of science activities and the children get educated lack of scientific skills
which is gained via science class. The teachers can bring science into the classroom by utilizing the materials such as
animations and simulations prepared for education purposes via computers. As the computer is a tool that increases the
motivation and interest of the children, it is important to use it in the classroom as a teaching and learning tool
(Aktaş-Arnas, 2005; Vorkapić & Milovanović, 2012; Balat et al. 2015; Bird & Edwards, 2015). Besides, the teachers
can show the experiments through the computers without giving up doing experiments when they cannot supply
materials. In this way, the teaching and learning can be accomplished without any cost. It was revealed that the
preschool teachers do not use computer-assisted education in teaching the basic science subjects as a result of the
conducted studies (Vernadakis et al. 2005; Akçay, 2015). It is a fact that the children learn faster and better with
computer. Thus, the teachers should always keep in their mind that they can conduct a more effective teaching with
computers (Vernadakis et al. 2005). According to the obtained data, it was determined that materials prepared with
computers are more effective in increasing the success of the students. Materials provided the children the opportunity
for self-learning and the children get information about seasons appropriate to their learning speed. Concepts related to
seasons are made concrete thanks to computers and that the children use these concepts in their daily lives increased,
and they achieved a more permanent and a more associable learning compared to the children in the group in which
traditional teaching methods was conducted. Because the children consider the computers as a funny and interesting
gaming tool more than a learning tool and thus they have positive attitudes towards computers. This makes the
academic success to increase. In this direction, the preschool teachers should be supported by giving them seminars and
courses to use computers in their classes actively. Besides, the teachers who consider themselves inadequate about
science subjects should be given supportive science training and their knowledge levels should be increased.
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